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Q6 Careers in Tutor Time 

Our Y12 students have been working really hard 
during the tutor time to learn all about the careers 
they are interested in. We are lucky enough to have 
Mrs D’Mello our dedicated careers advisor and Mrs 
Robinson who works with the students every day in the 
common room. The students have been really engaging 
with our wealth of resources to whittle down their ideas 
into just one pathway. Considering statistics like the 
expected changes in workforce and percentage likely to retire can really 
help show where jobs are likely to be in the future. The next step has 
been securing work experience and University taster sessions for our 
students to boost their all-important skills required for interviews and 
personal statements.  

Director of Sixth Form 
Mr Sam Cox 

I have been 
impressed with 
how our sixth 
formers have 
risen to the 
occasion 
through our 
periods of home 
learning due to 
the pandemic. 
During the most 

recent one, every Y12 also conducted a 
virtual work experience to capitalise on 
their time away from school. The 
feedback from these employers was 
glowing for many of our students, in one 
case “best all-rounder we have seen in a 
long time”. This demonstrates how our 
students are becoming prepared to 
become active citizens and flourish in 
future careers. 

It has been good to hear from students 
about all the new online learning 
methods and the way the subject 
specialists kept learning engaging, 
inspiring and enjoyable in sixth form 
lessons. Its great that we have been able 
to take positives from online teaching 
methods to implement in a blended 
learning style. The student voice showed 
that students thought that most of their 
subject specialists had ‘gone the extra 
mile’ during the period of home 
learning. There was a lot of thanks and 
appreciation from our sixth formers to 
their teachers. 

Our students have achieved many 
excellent offers from Universities this 
year. 34% have an offer from a Russell 
Group University which represent the 
leading Universities in this country. Our 
Y13s are demonstrating in their work 
ethic in lessons and outside of lessons, 
that they have what it takes to make the 
transition to undergraduate level soon. 
Y13 have an array of assessments over 
the coming weeks, and I wish them all 
the best for these final months. 

Taster Sessions for Year 11s 
From 21stApril until the 26th May every Wednesday we are running sixth 

form taster sessions. This is so that the students can learn more about 

the post16 courses to help make more informed choices as they 

progress into the sixth form.  

In the first sessions students were shocked by how lessons feel in small 

classes. They also took a few minutes to adapt to the tutorial style of 

facilitated discussion in English. Students maturely waiting for one 

person to finish talking before then offering their own opinion rather 

than putting hands up and waiting for a teacher.  

In Biology students were fascinated by the lab books of sixth form 

alumni and enjoyed demonstrating precision with the digital 

microscopes and colorimeters. In politics, there was a really insightful 

discussion about government spending priorities and there were so 

many interesting opinions and ideas from the students. 

Q6 Sports  
The senior prefects have prepared upcoming events including a film and 

games afternoon. There are also many sports competitions in football, 

basketball, table tennis and netball approaching. The sixth formers are 

convinced they will beat Y11 students at each of these sports, only time 

will tell! 
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Y11 Q6 Taster Sessions 



Brian Boniface, Allianz Senior Team  

The standard of the presentations at the end of the week was one of the best seen in our virtual 
sessions and it really showed that they understood what Allianz was about and were able to present 
their findings clearly (which can be a daunting task!).  Phillip was an outstanding student that had the 
best approach in presenting his project, Allianz senior team were very impressed with him. 

 

Barry Ryan 
Sustainability Manager Sir Robert McAlpine Ltd 

Tommy, Sonny, Anthony and Imran went out of their 
way to give very informative information on their 
projects and therefore were outstanding, best school 
presentation 10 out of 10 well done Quest Academy. 

Sam 
HMRC panel  

Abdurrahman was very confident in public speaking 
particularly with his presentation and Charlotte has well 
developed communications skills, one of the best 
presentations we heard, best all-rounder we have seen in a 
long time. Hassan and Vithushian demonstrated expertise 

in analytical thinking. All the students were excellent when engaging with the Mayor of Croydon. 

OUTSTANDING REFERENCES received from our clients: 

Q6 Work Experience 

At Quest6 we have forged a relationship with many 
corporate companies, which every year provide a large 
amount of placements specifically to our students. We 
have just enough to be able to promise that every 
student in Y12 will get this opportunity. This year the 
work experiences range from 1st Feb to 5th March and 
are all 5 days of remote virtual work experience. The 
purpose of participation is to provide the students with 
an experience within a corporate environment to develop 
their aspirations and to develop their interpersonal and 
intrapersonal skills. For example, employers look for 

students that can speak about times they have worked 
for respected businesses in a team environment where 
communication, organisation, time management, 
resilience, resourcefulness and initiative (to name a few) 
are demonstrated. 

The companies we work with this year include: Allianz, 
IARS, Axis Europe, HMRC, Prestolite, Proseed Capital and 
Sir Robert McAlpine. 

Phillip 

Tommy Sonny Anthony Imran 

Abdurrahman Charlotte Hassan Vithushian 
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National Collaborative Outreach Programme 
Mrs D’Mello leads our NCOP provision which focusses on ensuring our 

students make the same amounts of progress as students that might 

attend a private school. We work hard to make sure our students receive 

the same opportunities and ultimately can attend prestigious Universities 

such as the Russell Group.  

Quest6 Induction and 
Transition 
In July we are offering Y11 students 
the opportunity to attend an intense 
3-day induction into up to 5 sixth 
form subjects. Students will 
experience 2-hour sessions from our 
sixth form subject specialists with up 
to 3 sessions a day.  

The taster into the subject will really 
help in making an informed decision 
into what to study post16. We will 
also be able to upskill the students 
to help make the transition 
smoother into the sixth form.  

Students said last year they 
developed: confidence, resilience, 
determination, organisation, 
concentration, communication, 
critical thinking, eloquence, 
analytical and interpretive skills 
during these sessions.  

 

This is what the students said about 
the induction and transition week: 
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Medicine - Akira Douglas one of our star students has 

received multiple medical offers and she has firmed the 

University of Leicester. We wish her all the best with her 

final assessments. 

Russell Group - Many of our students have achieved multiple Russell 

Group offers and in many cases have achieved 3 of these 

prestigious offers. Tyler Baron has achieved 4 different 

Russell Group offers which is an outstanding 

accomplishment. We know that due to his excellent work 

ethic, discipline and resilience he deserved this 

achievement. 

Q6 Destinations 
Quest6 prepares students for a huge range of courses at university. 
These are some of the courses for which students have received offers 
so far this year: 

Accounting and finance • Acting and performance • Biochemistry • 
Biological sciences •  Business Management •  Cognitive and clinical 
neuroscience • Computer games development •  Construction 
management • Criminology • Drama • Economics • Forensic Science • 
Geography • Health and medical sciences • Journalism • Law • 
Marketing Medical biochemistry • Medicine • Nursing  Philosophy • 
Physics • Physiotherapy • Policing • Politics • Psychology • 
Radiotherapy • Sociology • Software engineering • Sport rehabilitation 
Sports business and coaching • Veterinary Bioscience • Veterinary 
nursing 

Achievement  
Coordinator of Y13 

We are very 
proud of the 
way that we 
support 
every 
Quest6 
student who 
wants to go 
to university 
in preparing 
their applications. Most of our 
students are the first in their family 
to go university. Building on our 
careers programme, every student 
receives individual support in 
identifying the courses and 
institutions that are right for them. 
The Quest6 team then coaches and 
supports them throughout the 
process of applying to university 
including drafting personal 
statements and preparing for 
interviews. We also ensure that 
every student receives a high 
quality, personalised reference to 
support their application. This has 
been a highly competitive year for 
university applications as the 
pandemic has made universities 
more cautious in making offers. 
Nonetheless, every Quest6 
applicant has already received a 
university offer and over a third of 
our applicants have received an 
offer from one of the 24 prestigious 
Russell Group institutions. With 
more decisions to be made in the 
coming weeks, we have certainly 
continued our excellent track 
record of supporting students in 
their aspirations in a challenging 
and unusual year. 

Mr Kurt Barragan 

Mahamed Abdulle Computer Science 

Jawaad Abubacker Physics 

Deborah Anokye Nursing 

Mckenzie Brown Philosophy 

Frankie Cummings Psychology 

Hera Dixon-Baker Law 

Susan George Politics and International Relations 

Osama Issa Biomedical Science 

Caitlin Lelas Geography 

Francoise Mabiala Business Management 

Yagmur Potukoglu Economics 

Natalia Tobias Politics and International Relations 

Chase Vant Veterinary Nursing 



Y12 Student Development 

This year the pandemic has interfered with preparing the Y12 students 
for undergraduate study, careers and life after school.  

For the remainder of this academic year we will be running sessions in 
tiny groups for maximum impact covering 10 topics: 

•Careers •Communication •Independence •Leadership •Life 
Skills •Wellbeing •Motivation •Organisation •Personal 
Development •University Applications. 

The students have completed an online form to determine their 
confidence and progress with all 10 categories. This will be used to 
provide our personalised approach for each student. 

Q6 Administrator 
Mrs. Philippa Robinson 

I have been 
extremely 
impressed with 
how our sixth 
form students 
have managed 
to apply 
themselves and 
press through 
during one of 

the most challenging seasons in their 
academic life to date, whilst in the midst 
of a global pandemic.  

Through the one to one conversations I  
have with our students, many have 
highlighted the pressure, anxiety and 
stress that they have felt, which has 
been heightened due to the pandemic. 
As a result of the personalised care, 
mentoring and assistance they receive, 
many students have felt more reassured 
and appreciative for this as we begin to 
see a really positive impact.  

Career guidance is something that is at 
the heart of the Quest6. For example, 
every student is given the opportunity to 
take part in work experience. As things 
were very different this year, all our 
students in year 12 were able to be 
apart of a virtual work experience with a 
range of companies from various 
industries. At Quest6 we have worked 
hard to raise the aspirations in our 
students and to connect them to a 
professional environment, exposing 
them with the opportunity to take part 
in University masterclasses, workshops 
and work experience days with 
companies such as J.P. Morgan, IBM, 
UBS, Coca-Cola, PWC, NHS, KPMG and 
many more.  

Q6 Socials 
This year the prefect team have organised afternoons where we have 

turned a couple of classrooms into cinemas and also a few gaming 

afternoons too. There are some exciting sporting events approaching 

including football, basketball, netball and table tennis tournaments. On 

Wednesday for an hour the Y13s had a break from their important 

assessments and revision to play a big game of dodgeball and to have a 

pizza party. The Y13s are working so hard at the moment, its important 

to balance hard work with a bit of fun for strong mental health 

particularly after a difficult period of home learning. The Y12s will be 

looking forward to the annual BBQ and rounders which always seems to 

fall coincidentally on a bright sunny day. 

Student Voice 
We take student voice really seriously at Q6 and like to hear from our 

students on a regular basis. Recent changes have been the introduction 

of a silent study room timetable to increase the work space for students 

beyond the staffed common room. Students asked that all lesson 

resources are shared with them, we now do this through the google 

classroom platform. Many students have found the period of home 

learning difficult and detrimental on their mental health. We are now 

offering much more wellbeing support and 

guidance through our personalised tutorial 

programme. Students have also asked for more 

computers and we now have doubled the amount 

of computers available to the students this year. 
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Senior Prefects 

Ademidun our Deputy Head Girl  

Bio: I am currently studying Chemistry, 
Biology and Psychology and have chosen to 
select my offers from the University of 
Leicester, for Medical Biochemistry, and the 
University of Warwick, for Health and Medical 
Sciences. Being appointed Deputy Head Girl, I 
had many fantastic plans to celebrate the 

cultural diversity of the school by planning a multi-cultural 
event. I aimed to promote the importance of individuality but 
also inclusivity. However, due to the pandemic this event was 
cancelled but I know my planning will be used soon. Aside from 
school work, I spend my spare time as an all-star cheerleader 
and coach which gives me an opportunity to wind down and 
keep physically active in-between school.  

Your experience of Quest6: As sixth formers, we are given a lot 
of freedom in terms of our education. Half of our time at 
school is dedicated to in class lessons which allow us to revise 
and consolidate individually but also collaboratively with other 
students in the common room. The relaxed atmosphere of the 
common room allows us to feel free to bounce ideas off each 
other and revise in a more socially interactive way. Working in 
groups enables us to share different revision techniques, 
collaborate on work and help each other with any areas we are 
unsure of.  

The best part about the common room is Mrs Robinson’s 
presence. She has provided a lot of help and guidance in terms 
of career advice as well as many useful resources and website 
recommendations to better our learning and revision. She has 
also provided excellent pastoral care whenever students are 
feeling stressed, anxious or dealing with personal issues. She 
has made Q6 students feel comfortable enough to confide in 
her and always steers us in the right direction when solving 
problems. As well as this, she has been able to maintain a 
relaxed yet productive working atmosphere in the common 
room. 

Another thing that has been extremely useful, is the clear and 
open communication with teachers about how we are being 
assessed. It has been very stressful for year 13s regarding 
sitting exams so knowing how we will be assessed and making 
this process clear has been helpful in easing our worries. 

Mr Cox and Mr Barragan have been very helpful in the UCAS 
process by providing one-to-one sessions in personal 
statement development as well as fast and clear 
communication about the UCAS process. My form tutor Miss 
Millar had been very essential in creating a familial atmosphere 
during tutor time by creating activities to better our teamwork 
and communication skills with one another.  

Q6 Art A Level 

Art A Level students have taken part in 
workshops to develop their knowledge 
of print. Currently they are working 
with lino printing and have learnt how 
to develop images for print, how to 
carve their image and how to print 
their matrix by hand. 

Each student develops their work in 
response to their personal focus of 
their portfolios. Topics range from civil 
rights movements, African mask 
making, social media to dystopian 
technology. 

Abby Hodges (Y12): 

Elini Patel (Y12): 

Nathan Monks (Y12): 
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Senior Prefects 

Jeffery Fosu-Manu our Head Boy  

Bio: I study Philosophy and Ethics and Applied 
Science at Quest6 and have 4 offers which I am 
deliberating over to study Biomedical Science at 
University. My ultimate vision is to own a general 
practitioners surgery and I feel during my time at 
Quest6, I have been able to continue to chase my 
dreams and I have been given the support and 

help to do so. I’ve been exposed to a lot of opportunities such as a 
GSK masterclass which really widened my perspective on the 
medical profession and the business aspects tied to it.  

Your experience of Quest6: I’ll never forget the debates we 
discussed in the common room and the deep philosophical dives, 
exploring other people view points and perspectives. There is a good 
balance in the common room because of the community of like 
minded individuals that wants the best for each other. We all 
motivate each other which is leading to highly academic outcomes 
for us all. Mrs Robinson is a key element of Quest6, the effect of 
someone always being there really elevates the hearts of the 
students.  

Each assessment at Quest6 has made me realise the work I had put 
in was paying off and visible. My teachers told me students always 
progress from the mock to the final results. This gives me hope and 
encourages me to do more to fulfil my aspiration for undergraduate 
level study.  

Francoise Mabiala  

Bio: I study Psychology, Business and Philosophy 
and Ethics and I have offers for International 
Business Management at Queen Mary University of 
London, Brunel University and University of 
Portsmouth.   

Your experience of Quest6: The attitude and 
respect that I receive from staff has formed a really positive 
perspective. The staff have excellent communicational skills and are 
passionate about their work, which encourages our work ethic.  

The sixth form has the right balance of relaxation and concentration 
creating the right environment to get my work done. Being a 
student can be quite overwhelming sometimes therefore it is nice 
being able to communicate with others who are also going through 
the same thing as you and supporting each other. Having teachers 
like Mrs Robinson, Miss Miller and Miss Macarthy have helped boost 
my confidence in areas I was struggling in, ultimately aiding me in 
overcoming small barriers that at the time appeared impossible.  

Although this is a school and I am just a student, I gained many 
social and life skills that I know will be beneficial in the future. In 
hindsight, there is nothing I’d change about my journey in Quest, 
and I am grateful for all the opportunities that were handed to me 
allowing me to flourish into the person I am today. 

Q6 Information 

• Information video: Here 

• Application Form: Here 

• Quest6 Prospectus: Here 

• Quest6 Supplementary Pack: Here 

• Y11 Transition Work: Here 

• Quest6 entrance criteria: Here 

• Contact Quest6: Here 

 

Upcoming Dates: 

26/5/21  Film club 

31/5/21  Mon-Fri Half term holiday 

5/7/21  Mon-Fri Y12 Assessments Week 

5/7/21  Mon-Wed Y11 Induction  

9/7/21  Thorpe Part Trip 

14/7/21  Sports Day 

26/7/21  Summer Holiday 

 

 

 

 

https://thequestacademy.org.uk/quest6/
https://thequestacademy.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Quest6-Application-Form-2020.pdf
https://issuu.com/smarterreach/docs/quest6_6th_form_prospectus_2021-22?fr=sYTJiOTI3MTU1NTM
https://thequestacademy.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Quest6-Supplementary-Information.pdf
https://thequestacademy.org.uk/quest6/y11and12transition/
https://thequestacademy.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Entrance-Requirements-2021.pdf
https://thequestacademy.org.uk/contact-quest6/

